Motivation: Read length is continuously increasing with the development of novel highthroughput sequencing technologies, which has enormous potentials on cutting-edge genomic studies. However, longer reads could more frequently span the breakpoints of structural variants (SVs) than that of shorter reads. This may greatly influence read alignment, since most state-ofthe-art aligners are designed for handling relatively small variants in a co-linear alignment framework. Meanwhile, long read alignment is still not as efficient as that of short reads, which could be also a bottleneck for the upcoming wide application. Results: We propose long approximate matches-based split aligner (LAMSA), a novel split read alignment approach. It takes the advantage of the rareness of SVs to implement a specifically designed two-step strategy. That is, LAMSA initially splits the read into relatively long fragments and co-linearly align them to solve the small variations or sequencing errors, and mitigate the effect of repeats. The alignments of the fragments are then used for implementing a sparse dynamic programming-based split alignment approach to handle the large or non-co-linear variants. We benchmarked LAMSA with simulated and real datasets having various read lengths and sequencing error rates, the results demonstrate that it is substantially faster than the state-of-the-art long read aligners; meanwhile, it also has good ability to handle various categories of SVs.
Introduction
Developing novel high-throughput sequencing (HTS) technologies, such as Illumina Moleculo (http://www.illumina.com/technology/nextgeneration-sequencing/long-read-sequencing-technology.html), PacBio Single Molecular Real-time (SMRT) Sequencing (Eid et al., 2009) and Oxford Nanopore Technologies (Eisenstein, 2012; Schneider and Dekker, 2012; Ip et al., 2015) , have increased read length to over thousands of base-pairs (bps). These innovative technologies are promoting cutting-edge genomic studies (Chaisson and Tesler, 2012; Koren et al., 2012; Huddleston et al., 2014; Sudmant et al., 2015) , while they also influence various kinds of HTS data analysis. One of the most seriously affected analyses is read alignment, i.e. aligning HTS reads to reference genome to determine the likely positions of the reads.
Read alignment is fundamental to the variant calling of resequenced genomes (Li et al., 2008; McKenna et al., 2010; DePristo et al., 2011; Jiang et al., 2012) , and it is one of the most computeintensive steps in HTS data analysis (Langmead et al., 2012) . Due to its widely application, many efforts have been made (Fonseca et al., 2012) ; however, most state-of-the-art aligners, such as BWA (Li and Durbin, 2009) , Bowtie (Langmead et al., 2009) , Bowtie2 (Langmead et al., 2012) , GEM (Marco-Sola et al., 2012) , SOAP3 (Liu et al., 2012) , STAR (Dobin et al., 2012) , SeqAlto (Mu et al., 2012) , are designed for the reads which are several tens to several hundreds of bps long (i.e. reads produced by popular platforms such as Illumina HiSeq, Roche 454, Ion Torrent, etc.). These aligners mainly aim at implementing the co-linear alignments between reads and reference genome. They have demonstrated their efficiency as well as ability of handling the co-linear and relatively small events within short reads, such as SNPs, indels and sequencing errors. However, they may be not well-suited to reads over thousands of bp long, since longer reads more frequently span the breakpoints of non-co-linear structural variations (SVs), such as inversions, translocations and duplications (Feuk et al., 2006) , which cannot be effectively handled by co-linear approach. There are also methods designed for the alignment of long genomic sequences, such as BLAT (Kent, 2002) , SSAHA2 (Ning et al., 2001) and LAST (Kiełbasa et al., 2011) . However, they more emphasize on the alignment of even longer genomic fragments but not HTS reads. Such approaches are sensitive but could be lack of efficiency for coping with large volume of HTS data.
State-of-the-art long read aligners are BWA-SW (Li and Durbin, 2010) , BWA-MEM (Li, 2013) , BLASR (Chaisson and Tesler, 2012) and YAHA (Faust and Hall, 2012) . BWA-SW, BWA-MEM and BLASR are on the basis of seed-and-extension approach, i.e. they match partial reads ('seeds') to reference genome to find candidate positions ('hits'), and align the reads with the local sequences surrounding the hits ('extension') to compose whole read alignment. Their major difference is the way of seeding. BWA-SW uses the approximate matches between the read and reference genome as hits to find candidate local regions for extension. The bottleneck of this approach is that it is quite expensive to traverse the suffix-trie of reference genome to query the approximate matches. Both of BWA-MEM and BLASR find the exact matches of short tokens as hits, and further cluster the hits to determine the candidate local regions. The bottleneck faced by this approach is how to handle repetitive genomic regions. For example, more than half of the human genome is comprised of repeats (De Koning et al., 2011; Treangen and Salzberg, 2012) . In this context, a short token may have many matches (hits), and it could be expensive to sort, prioritize and evaluate the numerous hits. Besides the details of implementation, the three aligners are still based on the co-linear model. In consideration of the potential breakpoints within reads, they focus on producing high-quality local alignments for the reads, other than end-to-end alignments.
YAHA is also a seed-and-extension-based approach; however, it is designed for implementing non-co-linear alignment. Briefly, it uses the hits of short seeds to build a non-co-linear skeleton of alignment to represent the potential structural variation events. It then composes the whole read alignment by filling the gaps of the skeleton with anchored local alignment. This approach is more favorable to handle the non-co-linear events. However, it is also not efficient, likely due to two issues. Firstly, the seeds used by YAHA could be very repetitive due to its short length (typically 8-15 bp); and secondly, the cost of building the skeleton is even higher due to the many hits of the seeds.
Herein, we propose long approximate matches-based split aligner (LAMSA), a novel split read alignment approach which is suited to various error sequencing rates with faster speed as well as good ability of handling non-co-linear events. LAMSA adopts a two-step split read alignment strategy, which separately handles the co-linear and non-co-linear events within the reads. In this strategy, LAMSA splits a read into relatively long fragments and utilizes the co-linear alignments of the fragments (i.e. approximate matches) for building one or more alignment skeletons. Previous study (Lim et al., 2015) indicated that, it is more feasible to recover the true locations of the read by using the alignments of relatively long fragments instead of low-distance short seeds, especially when there are a number of mismatches and/or indels in the read. LAMSA utilizes the alignments of the fragments to build high quality of alignment skeletons. In the context of the skeletons, LAMSA classifies the unaligned parts of the read into several categories of non-co-linear events and handles each of them with a specific split alignment method according to its category.
Although other extant aligners (e.g. YAHA and STAR) have implemented various approaches to use the matches of partial reads as anchors to handle large or non-co-linear events within the reads, LAMSA's two-step strategy has its own advantages. Other than that of short seeds, there would be less false positive matches to affect the alignment as long fragments are less repetitive. Moreover, due to that relatively few fragments are used, their matches can be more comprehensively considered without loss of efficiency. This is important since it could be also expensive to comprehensively analyze the matches of repetitive short seeds with complicated approach (e.g. the short seed-based alignment skeleton used by YAHA). Other simplified strategies are also proposed to speed up the processing of short seeds (e.g. the seed-and-stich strategy of STAR). However, LAMSA uses a sparse dynamic programming (SDP) process to efficiently build a relatively comprehensive set of candidate alignment skeletons, to fully consider the potential co-linear and non-co-linear events described by the alignments of long fragments.
We benchmarked LAMSA by simulated reads with various lengths and sequencing error rates, as well as real long reads produced by Illumina Moleculo, PacBio SMRT and Oxford Nanopore platforms. The results demonstrated that LAMSA can substantially improve the speed of the long read alignment; meanwhile, it also has good ability to handle the breakpoints of the reads and produce sensitive and accurate alignments.
Methods

Overview
LAMSA initially extracts a series of seeding fragments from the read, which are longer than the seeds commonly used by stateof-the-art methods. With these fragments, LAMSA implements the alignment of the read in two steps. In the first step, considering that SVs do not occur as frequently as that of small co-linear variants such as SNPs and small indels (Mills et al., 2011) , LAMSA assumes all fragments as SV-free at first, and employs extant short read aligner to query the approximate matches of the fragments on reference genome. The matches of the fragments are then processed by a SDP-based algorithm to compose a series of skeletons which consist of various sets of anchored matches and gaps. Each of the skeletons corresponds to a specific part of the read. In the second step, LAMSA separately fills the gaps within the skeletons. For each of the gaps, LAMSA classifies it into one of four categories (see Section 2.3.1). And then, for each of the categories, LAMSA implements a specific split-alignment strategy to fill the corresponding gaps. The whole read alignment is accomplished by integrating the skeletons and the alignments of the gaps. A schematic illustration of the LAMSA method is in Supplementary Figure S1 .
Querying long approximate matches
LAMSA extracts a series of substrings from the read as 'seeding fragments' to build the skeleton of alignment. More precisely, LAMSA extracts the fragments starting at every FI bp of the read, each of the fragments is FL bp long (FI and FL are user-defined parameters).
For each of the fragments, all its approximate matches on the reference genome are queried to compose a comprehensive analysis in later steps. Theoretically, the query is an end-to-end alignment of the fragment against the reference genome which can be implemented by any state-of-the-art short read aligner. In consideration of efficiency, GEM mapper (with its fast mode) (Marco-Sola et al., 2012) is employed.
Building the skeleton of alignment
Each of the matches of the fragments can be denoted as a tuple, to denote the length of the match (alignment) on the reference genome. The length is determined by taking account all the matches, insertions and deletions which are depicted by the alignment, M aln i . With these matches, LAMSA builds a direct acyclic graph (DAG) and performs a specifically designed SDP method to generate not only the optimal, but a set of possible alignment skeletons. Each of the skeletons consists of a series of co-linear events (such as insertions and deletions) and/or non-co-linear events (such as duplications and inversions), which are represented by a path of the DAG, and all the skeletons are organized by a spanning tree. Further, LAMSA prunes the spanning tree to prioritize the skeletons.
Generating skeletons of alignment with SDP
LAMSA builds the approximate matches-based DAG at first. The vertices of the graph consist of all the approximate matches, plus an auxiliary vertex, M start ÀFL; Ã; Ã ð Þrepresenting the start of the alignment. In the DAG, each of the edges, M i ! M j , connecting a pair of solid vertices (i.e. two matches) meets one of the following four conditions (Fig. 1) , which corresponds to a specific co-linear or non-co-linear event.
a. Match (co-linear):
Here, M i and M j are two vertices other than M start ,
, and e, s and h (default: FI Â 4%, 10 000 and 50) are three user-defined parameters categorizing the edges. Here, e is used to account for the small indels within the approximate match, and s and h are used to model specific categories of SVs. A schematic illustration of the four categories of edges is in Figure 1 .
Each of the categorized edges is further assigned a score according to its category. The scores are also user-defined parameters, and their default values are respectively match edges:
, duplication edges: À3, deletion/insertion edges: À3. In addition, for each of the solid vertices, M i , there is also an auxiliary edge M start ! M j with 0 score, which represents the start of some local alignment of the read.
With the scored edges, LAMSA performs a SDP ( Supplementary  Fig. S2 ) on the matches by the following recursion equation to generate the alignment skeletons:
where P V M i ð Þ is the score assigned to M i and P E M i ! M j À Á is the score of the edge M i ! M j . With this equation, each vertex can find a precursor maximizing its score, and each path starting from M start and ending at a solid vertex without successor formulates a skeleton.
It is also worth noting that SDP process does not explicitly consider the non-co-linear inversions, but models them implicitly. For an inversion, there would be two approximate matches flanking it, and their distances on the read and reference genome should be similar, as inversion is a kind of balanced SV ( Supplementary Fig. S3 ). In this situation, the two approximate matches would form a 'match' edge. Furthermore, in most cases, as FI and FL parameters are much smaller than the size of the inversion, the corresponding read part can fully cover one or more seeding fragments. These fragment(s) will be matched to the strand of the reference genome inverse to that of the flanking approximate matches, and constitute a standalone skeleton. Thus, in later steps, with the help of the skeleton, the read part flanking and involved in the inversion event would be correctly aligned to reference genome.
Prioritizing candidate skeletons
As each of the vertices of the DAG has only one precursor after the SDP, LAMSA organizes all the skeletons with the spanning tree of the DAG. The head node of the tree is M start , and for each of the approximate matches (solid vertices), its parent node is its precursor determined by the SDP (Supplementary Fig. S4a ). Thus, each path from the head node to a leaf node represents a skeleton. Moreover, each path of the tree can be scored by summing up the scores of the edges involved in the path.
LAMSA prioritizes the skeletons by pruning the spanning tree. Before the pruning, each of the non-branched paths of the tree is collapsed as a single node ( Supplementary Fig. S4b ). The pruning is iteratively performed. In each iteration, a leaf node with highest score is selected, and if it does not directly connect to the head node, LAMSA connects all its sibling nodes to the head node, and merges it to its parent node. Each of the pruned sibling nodes is rescored by the edges involved in the affiliated path of the node. This operation is iteratively performed until all the nodes other than the head node become leaf nodes ( Supplementary Fig. S4c, d ). After the pruning, each of the leaf nodes depicts a specific skeleton. Moreover, it is worth noting that, the global best result of the SDP, i.e. the path of the DAG with the highest score will be kept as a unpruned skeleton, since in each iteration of the pruning, the leaf node corresponding to this skeleton has a higher score than its siblings.
Further, LAMSA uses a greedy strategy to cluster the recorded skeletons. That is, LAMSA sorts all the skeletons by their ending positions on the read, and initially selects the skeleton whose ending position is closest to the right end of the read as the 'seeding skeleton' to generate a new cluster. Given a cluster, LAMSA investigates each of the skeletons not in the cluster if over S F % (default: 70%) of the fragments covered by the skeleton are also covered by the cluster. If so, LAMSA adds the skeleton into the cluster, and updates the fragment set of the cluster. If there is no skeleton can be added into the cluster, LAMSA set the cluster aside, and picks out the remaining skeleton which is closest to the right end of the read as the seeding skeleton to build a new cluster and continue the processing, until no skeleton remains.
LAMSA prioritizes the skeletons by their scores. For each of the clusters, only its first N s skeletons are recorded and other skeletons are set aside. The parameter N s is empirically selected as 10 in practice. After the clustering, each cluster covers a specific read part, and the skeletons of the cluster would be further processed to generate the primary and alternative alignments for the read part.
Filling the gap of skeleton
LAMSA then fills the gaps within the skeletons to solve the breakpoints of SVs and generate valid alignments for the whole read. Each of the gaps is filled by one of the following strategies according to its category.
Filling a match gap
For a 'match' edge, if the two anchoring matches correspond to two neighboring seeding fragments of the read, LAMSA directly performs an end-to-end alignment between the gapped part of the read and the anchored reference sequence to fill the gap ( Supplementary  Fig. S5a) .
If the two anchoring matches are not corresponding to two neighboring seeding fragments on the read, LAMSA separately extend the upstream and downstream matches with Smith-Waterman (SW) algorithm at first (Supplementary Fig. S5b ). If the extended alignment from either the upstream or the downstream match can cover over half of the gapped part, LAMSA end-to-end realigns the gapped part against the anchored local reference sequence. Otherwise, LAMSA separately keeps the upstream and downstream extended alignments as a result, and records the read part still unaligned for further processing.
Filling a duplication gap
For a 'duplication' edge, LAMSA separately handles the upstream and downstream vertices. That is, LAMSA extracts the local reference sequences surrounding the matches of the upstream and downstream fragments at first (Supplementary Fig. S6 ). For each of the two fragments, LAMSA extends its match by aligning the gapped part of the read against the corresponding local reference sequence, i.e. the upstream match is extended downstream and the downstream match is extended upstream. With this strategy, the two vertices of the edge are treated as two copies of the same local reference sequence, and each of them is handled by a specific local alignment.
Some duplication events may involve more than two copies of the same local reference sequence. In this situation, there will be not only one, but a series of duplication edges. LAMSA will separately process each of those edges with this strategy.
Filling a deletion gap
For a 'deletion' edge, LAMSA builds a hash table on-the-fly for the all the l-mers of the junction sequence of reference genome, and matches all the l-mers of the gapped read part to the junction ( Supplementary Fig. S7) . A SDP based on the l-mer matches is implemented to build a local skeleton of the alignment which can maximize the total number of matched read bases. This l-mer-based skeleton is beneficial for handling multiple breakpoints within the junction. For example, if there are more than one deletions within the junction, the skeleton can effectively recognize them.
Given the l-mer-based skeleton, LAMSA categorizes each of the gaps with the conditions similar to the four conditions applied to approximate matches-based skeletons. For a gap recognized as match, deletion or insertion, the gapped read part is end-to-end aligned to local reference sequence anchored by the corresponding l-mer matches; while for a duplication gap, LAMSA fills it with the strategy similar to that of the duplication gaps within approximate matches-based skeletons.
Filling an insertion gap
For an 'insertion' edge, the operation is opposite to that of 'deletion' edges. That is, LAMSA treats the gapped part of the read as the junction sequence to build the l-mer-based skeleton, and the anchored reference sequence is aligned to the gapped part of the read.
Extending the boundaries of the skeletons
All the operations mentioned above fill the inner gaps of the skeleton, which are anchored by two approximate matches. In addition, LAMSA also extends the outer boundaries, i.e. the matches at the ends of the skeletons, which can be also seen as gaps with only one anchor. For each of the boundaries, LAMSA assumes that the neighboring genomic region is SV-free, and directly extends the match by SW algorithm.
Additional processing
LAMSA collects the generated split alignments, i.e. the approximate matches of the seeding fragments and the alignments of the gapped parts of the read. The alignments adjacent on both the read and the reference genome are chained to build more consecutive alignments. When chaining the alignment of a gapped read part with a neighboring approximate match, LAMSA checks if there is one or more indels around the boundary between the gapped read part and the seeding fragment. If this is the case, LAMSA would realign the read part around the boundary to reduce some false positives ( Supplementary Fig. S8 ).
For a very small proportion of reads, there may be still some unaligned parts left after all the processing mentioned above. These unaligned parts are further handled with two additional steps. Firstly, for each of these unaligned parts, LAMSA investigates if it can be covered by the skeletons initially filtered out. If so, LAMSA fills the gaps within the corresponding skeleton(s) by the same methods mentioned above to generate the alignment(s) of the read part. Secondly, for each of the remaining unaligned parts, if it is short (no longer than 300 bp), LAMSA extracts all the k-mers of the part (default: k ¼ 19) and queries all the exact matches of the k-mers with a FM-index (Ferragina and Manzini, 2000; Li and Durbin, 2009 ) of the reference genome. These matches are clustered by their genomic positions, and LAMSA performs local alignments around the clusters to align the unaligned read parts.
Results
We benchmarked LAMSA with a series of simulated and real datasets. The speed, sensitivity and accuracy of the alignment were assessed and compared with four state-of-the-art long read aligners, BWA-SW, BWA-MEM, YAHA and BLASR, and a short read aligner, STAR, which is also applicable to long reads. All the benchmarks were implemented on a server with an Intel Xeon E4820 CPU at 2.00 GHz and 1 Terabytes RAM, running Linux Ubuntu 14.04. The command lines and versions of the aligners are available in Supplementary Notes.
Simulation study
In the simulation study, we generated a donor genome with 4002 SVs by RSVSim (Bartenhagen and Dugas, 2013) . The ratio and the size of the integrated SVs are configured by referring to the DGV database (MacDonald et al., 2014) . Using the simulated donor genome, we generated 21 simulated datasets. Fifteen of them are simulated by Wgsim ) with low-sequencing error rates (1, 2 and 4%) and five kinds of read lengths (from 5000 to 100 000 bp), which mimics high quality sequences, such as Illumina Moleculo reads, error corrected PacBio SMRT reads or assembled contigs. Six of them were simulated by PBSim (version 1.0.3) (Ono et al., 2013) with high-sequencing error rates (10, 15, 20 and 30%) and three kinds of mean read lengths (2000, 3000 and 10 000 bp), which mimics the noisy long reads produced by PacBio SMRT and Oxford Nanopore platforms. More detailed information is in Supplementary Notes and Supplementary Tables S1 and S2.
Assessment on the speed
The speeds of the aligners indicate that, LAMSA overall has a substantial improvement on the speed (Fig. 2 , Supplementary Tables S3  and S4 , Supplementary Figs. S9 and S10 ). On the datasets with lowerror rates (i.e. 1, 2 and 4%), LAMSA is overall about 7-12-folds faster than BWA-MEM and BWA-SW, and many 10-folds faster than YAHA, STAR and BLASR. Moreover, as YAHA does not support reads longer than 32 000 bp, we did not run it on the 50 000 bp and 100 000 bp datasets; and STAR showed a very low sensitivity (see later) on the 10 000 bp datasets, indicating that it may be not suited to very long reads. Meanwhile, it unaligned all the reads longer than 10 000 bp, thus only its results on the 5000 bp and 10 000 bp reads are shown. On the high-error rate datasets, LAMSA also outperforms BLASR and BWA-MEM by several folds (other aligners are not applicable to such high-error rates).
LAMSA gains the speed by that the long fragments are less repetitive than commonly-used short seeds, and the employed short read aligner can efficiently query the approximate matches. Thus, the problem can be quickly reduced, i.e. in most cases, only a few skeletons are left after the first step. In the second step, LAMSA can further handle the skeletons with efficiency, as the major cost of this step only originates from the alignments between a batch of gapped read parts and anchored local reference sequences, which are not expensive.
We also investigated the memory footprint of LAMSA. As both of the GEM mapper and the main part of the LAMSA method use FM-index to index the reference genome, it does not need large RAM space. On all the simulated datasets, the peak memory footprint is about 6.5 Gigabytes, which can be easily met by a modern PC.
Assessment on the base-wise accuracy
We assessed the base-wise accuracy to investigate the overall quality of the alignments. We assess the accuracy by which are aligned within T mat diff bp of the corresponding ground truth positions. We set T mat diff ¼ 5 for all the datasets at first, while stricter thresholds (T mat diff ¼ 1 and T mat diff ¼ 3) were also used for the low-error rate datasets.
On the low-error rate datasets (Supplementary Table S3 ), LAMSA has overall the highest number of correctly aligned bases, while other aligners except STAR also achieved similar results. The results of STAR are poor, mainly due to that it has many unaligned bases. As STAR is mainly designed for short reads, the results are likely due to its inherent design and implementation that may be not suited to very long reads.
On the high-error rate datasets (Supplementary Table S4 ), the base-wise accuracies of LAMSA, BWA-MEM and BLASR are quite close, only except for the 30% dataset, where BLASR's accuracy dropped a little (i.e. 90.24%), but the accuracies of LAMSA and BWA-MEM do not change much (i.e. 96.47 and 96.82%, respectively).
The base-wise measures indicate that, overall, LAMSA can produce high-quality alignment for both of low-and high-error rate reads. However, it is also worth noting that, the base-wise accuracies of the aligners partially depend on the parameters used for the alignment at local genomic region. Moreover, local realignment is also usually performed in downstream SV analysis to further improve the accuracy of alignment. Under this circumstance, the difference on the accuracies of LAMSA and other aligners as well as the effect of this difference could be even smaller. However, considering relatively high accuracy achieved by LAMSA, it could be also beneficial to use the alignment of LAMSA as an input in downstream steps of SV analysis, such as realignment.
Assessment on the ability of handling SV
For assessing the ability of handling SVs, we compared the breakpoints of the reads predicted by the alignments with the ground truth. The predicted breakpoints are described by the ! T SV indel bp indels, and ! T SV clip bp clippings within the primary alignments of the reads. This is except for BLASR that the breakpoints described by all the alignments of BLASR are considered. This is due to that, for a given read, BLASR chooses only one alignment from all the alignments of all the split read parts as the primary alignment. But other aligners, such as LAMSA and BWA-MEM, differentiate primary and secondary alignments for each of the split read parts. Thus, we take account all the alignments of all the split read parts to avoid underestimation on the sensitivity of BLASR.
Each of the predicted breakpoints can be denoted as a tuple, We assessed the number of predicted breakpoints, the number of ground truth breakpoints being recovered, and the number of correctly predicted breakpoints of the aligners. For a certain read, a ground truth breakpoint, BP Fig. 2c and Supplementary Table S5 ), slightly more than those of BWA-MEM and BWA-SW, suggesting that they have better sensitivity for handling SVs. Moreover, YAHA has lower accuracy than that of LAMSA, especially for 4% error rate datasets (Fig. 2d and Supplementary Table S5 ). This is mainly due to that it aligns some of the SV-free parts of the reads by split alignments, thus more false positive breakpoints are produced.
In addition, we also separately assessed the numbers of recovered breakpoints by various categories of SVs (i.e. insertion, duplication, deletion and inversion) (Supplementary Table S5 ). The results indicate that all the aligners recovered most of the breakpoints of the insertions/duplications and deletions; however, BWA-MEM and BWA-SW recovered less breakpoints of the inversion events than that of LAMSA, especially on longer datasets. This is likely due to their design, i.e. co-linear local alignment, which could be hard to handle non-co-linear events. An example of the difference between the aligners on the handling of inversions is in Supplementary Figure S11 .
We further assessed the ability of the aligners to fully recover the SV-spanning reads. Here, a SV-spanning read being 'fully recovered' indicates that all its breakpoints can be recovered by the alignments. This measure is important to haplotyping, a major application of long reads. The results (Fig. 2e and Supplementary Table S5) suggest that LAMSA and YAHA fully recovered similar numbers of SV-spanning reads, outperforming BWA-MEM and BWA-SW by a couple of percentages.
On the high-error rate datasets, overall LAMSA outperforms BWA-MEM and BLASR on sensitivity. On the 10, 15 and 20% datasets, LAMSA also achieves highest accuracy, and its accuracy on the 30% dataset is also close to that of the best one (BWA-MEM). Moreover, LAMSA fully recovers highest number of SVspanning reads. These results suggest the good ability of LAMSA to handle the SVs within noisy long reads. Meanwhile, it is worth noting that, on both of low-and high-error rate datasets, BLASR reported many breakpoints (Supplementary Tables S5 and S6 ), which makes low accuracies.
Moreover, it is also observed that all the three aligners have two problems to handle the high error rate SV-spanning reads as follows.
Firstly, some of the breakpoints are hard to recover. This is mainly due to that, with the serious noise, some read parts are unaligned due to lack of anchors. This usually happens when the read parts are short and flanked with two breakpoints. In this situation, the anchors of other read parts also cannot help much, because the extensions from those anchors cannot span the breakpoints to align the no-anchor parts.
Secondly, there are much more false positive predicted breakpoints. This is mainly due to that with more error-tolerant parameters, some of the read parts could be aligned to many genomic positions by equal scores (although all these scores are low). These read parts usually have serious sequencing errors, and it is non-trivial to confidently align them.
It is also worth noting that, with stricter threshold, i.e. T SV diff ¼1, all the aligners achieved lower sensitivities and accuracies. This is largely caused by the implementations of local alignment of the read, e.g. the relatively simple scoring systems (such as user-defined local alignment scoring parameters), could not be able to well handle all sorts of SV events, thus some of the predicted breakpoints could be a little distant to the corresponding ground truth breakpoints. In this situation, local realignment may be necessary to further improve the quality of the alignment around the breakpoints to better support downstream SV analysis.
Real study
We used three datasets (Supplementary Table S1 ) respectively from Illumina Moleculo, PacBio SMRT and Oxford Nanopore platforms to benchmark the aligners on real datasets. The Illumina Moleculo dataset is a 40X coverage sequencing of the CEU HapMap individual NA12878; the PacBio SMRT dataset is a 10X coverage sequencing of the CHM1 cell line; the Oxford Nanopore dataset is a target sequencing of the CYP2D6, HLA-A, HLA-B genes of NA12878. The availability of the datasets is in Supplementary Notes, and the read length distributions are in Supplementary Figure S12 (assessed by FastQC software: http://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/).
Assessment on the speed
On all the three datasets, LAMSA has the fastest speed (Table 1) . On the low-error rate Illumina Moleculo dataset, LAMSA is at least 4.6 times faster than the best runner-up (i.e. BWA-MEM), and about 8.6-123.3 times faster than the other aligners. On the noisy PacBio SMRT and Oxford Nanopore reads, LAMSA is about 2-4 times faster.
Assessment on the base-wise sensitivity and accuracy
Due to the lack of ground truth, we only assessed the base-wise sensitivity of the aligners on the Illumina Moleculo and PacBio SMRT datasets by the number of aligned bases. The results (Table 1) suggest that LAMSA and BWA-MEM aligned almost all the bases of the Illumina Moleculo reads, outperforming other aligners. And LAMSA aligned more bases of the PacBio SMRT reads than BWA-MEM and BLASR.
As the Oxford Nanopore dataset is a target sequencing dataset, the accuracy of the alignment can be partially assessed by the bases aligned to the regions of CYP2D6, HLA-A, HLA-B genes. When aligning the nanopore reads, we configured LAMSA with two sets of SW parameters which are respectively the same to that of BWA-MEM (i.e. match ¼ 1, mismatch ¼ À1, gap-open ¼ À1 and gap-extension ¼ À1) and BLASR (i.e. match ¼ 5, mismatch ¼ À6, gap-open ¼ 0 and gap-extension ¼ À5). The result (Table 1) indicates that with the BLASR-like parameters, LAMSA aligned more bases to the correct regions than the other two aligners.
Assessment on the ability of handling SV
On the high coverage Illumina Moleculo and PacBio SMRT datasets, we assessed the aligners' ability of SV-handling. Since it is lack of the ground truth for the alignment, for the Illumina Moleculo dataset, we compared the predicted breakpoints with the breakpoints reported in the 1000 Genomes Project Phase 3 release (Sudmant et al., 2015 ) (short as '1KG' breakpoints, totally 6576 derived from 3260 SVs); and for the PacBio SMRT dataset, we compared the predicted breakpoints with the breakpoints reported by a previous study on CHM1 cell line (Chaisson et al., 2015 ) (short as 'CHM1' breakpoints, totally 37 150 derived from 18 542 >50 bp SVs). The availability of the 1KG and CHM1 breakpoints is in Supplementary Notes.
The numbers of recovered 1KG/CHM1 breakpoints were assessed at first. More precisely, a 1KG/CHM1 breakpoint is termed as BP G Pos On the Illumina Moleculo dataset, we used a series of T dis thresholds (i.e. 0, 10, 50 and 100 bp) to evaluate the alignments (Table 2) . We found that all the aligners recovered similar number of breakpoints, while LAMSA recovered most breakpoints at 0 distance (T dis ¼ 0). For more relaxed but still strict thresholds, such as T dis ¼ 10, the numbers of the breakpoints recovered by LAMSA are also highest. This indicates that LAMSA can recover the breakpoints sensitively and precisely.
Meanwhile, we also assessed the numbers of predicted breakpoints which can be validated by the 1KG/CHM1 breakpoints, to investigate the accuracy of the aligners on handling SVs. On the Illumina Moleculo datasets, we observed that at very strict thresholds, e.g. T dis ¼ 0, the aligners have various numbers of validated breakpoints. This is likely due to the various scoring systems of the aligners. Considering that SV calling usually not only depends on read alignment, but also many downstream analysis steps, such as realignment and local assembly, it is also important to pay attention to the number of validated breakpoints at more relaxed but still strict threshold, such as T dis ! 10, because the downstream For the Oxford Nanopore dataset, the 'aligned bases' indicates the bases which are aligned to the regions of CYP2D6, HLA-A, HLA-B genes. 'LAMSA-BLASR' and 'LAMSA-BWA' respectively indicates LAMSA running with the SW parameters of BLASR and BWA-MEM. steps usually consider all the alignments around the breakpoints. At T dis ¼ 10, LAMSA, BWA-SW and STAR have similar numbers of validated breakpoints, suggesting that they have similar ability of SV handling. For YAHA, it has even more breakpoints being validated. However, it has about 4-folds more predicted breakpoints than that of LAMSA and BWA-MEM, indicating that the specificity of the alignment of YAHA could be lower.
We also simulated 10 sets of random breakpoints by RSVSim to test if the validated breakpoints predicted by the aligners are by chance. Each set has the same number of (i.e. 6576) breakpoints to that of the 1KG breakpoints. For each set, we assessed the numbers of predicted breakpoints matched by the random breakpoints in various T dis thresholds, and calculated the average numbers across various sets. It can be observed from the results (Supplementary  Table S7 ) that, even if the threshold is very large (T dis ¼ 1000), only a very small proportion (e.g. <0.001% for LAMSA) of predicted breakpoints can be accidentally matched by the random breakpoints. This suggests that most of validated breakpoints are not obtained by chance, but reasonable alignments.
To assess the overall ability of the SV handling, the F-scores of the aligners at a moderate strict threshold (T dis ¼ 10) were further calculated by (Table 3) indicate that STAR achieved a relatively higher F-score. Meanwhile, the F-scores of LAMSA and BWA-MEM are similar, which is higher than that of YAHA. Moreover, it is also very worth noting that, for all the aligners, the F-scores are quite low. This is mainly due to that there are many potentially false positive breakpoints, i.e. the predicted breakpoints which cannot be validated.
A major cause for this issue is the repetitive reads. It is observed that, a small proportion (0.36% for LAMSA, Supplementary Tables S8 and S9) of reads have many (> 10) predicted breakpoints. The total number of these breakpoints is large and most of them are false positive. Most of such reads have some parts which can be split aligned to a number of positions, and this is hard for the aligners to make confident choice. Aligners like LAMSA, BWA-MEM and BWA-SW aligned these repetitive parts to many positions with similar scores. This lowered down the Acc BP values as well as the F-scores. STAR usually aligned such read parts to one or a few positions, while it also unaligned some of them. With this strategy, STAR achieved slightly higher Acc BP , but lower base-wise sensitivity. The strategy of YAHA is similar to that of LAMSA and BWA-MEM, but it also 'over-split aligned' some of the reads which are consecutively aligned by other aligners, i.e. YAHA splits them into many small pieces, and maps them to a number of positions (an example is in Supplementary Fig. S13 ).
In the reads with less ( 10) predicted breakpoints, there are also breakpoints cannot be validated (Supplementary Tables S8 and  S9) . We investigated the details of the alignments, and found that this could be due to two issues. Firstly, for some of the reads, the aligners split them into parts and aligned each of the parts to a unique position with small edit distance. These alignments could be also reasonable, especially considering that multiple aligners independently generated similar alignments. These breakpoints could be of unknown SVs, as the ground truth SV list could be still not complete. Secondly, for some of the reads, the aligners also split aligned them, but some parts were aligned with very low scores. These poorly aligned parts could be of very complicated SVs that cannot be well-handled by the aligners, or the sequences which are not suitable to align to the reference, such as novel insertions. Moreover, it could be also possible that some of these read parts have exceptional low sequencing quality, although the overall sequencing quality of the whole dataset is high.
On the PacBio SMRT dataset, we used the same T dis thresholds for the evaluation (Table 2) . However, it is observed that at very strict thresholds, such as T dis ¼ 0, all the three aligners recovered low numbers of CHM1 breakpoints. This is likely due to that the serious sequencing errors affect the alignment. For example, with the scoring systems of the aligners, the read parts around the breakpoints are much easier to be largely clipped, so that the predicted breakpoints are more distant to the ground truth breakpoints. However, on more relaxed thresholds, the numbers of recovered CHM1 breakpoints obviously increase, indicating that only the bases very close to the breakpoints are hard for the aligners to handle, while most bases can still be appropriately aligned. Overall, LAMSA and BLASR recovered comparable numbers of CHM1 breakpoints, suggesting that their sensitivities are close, but the sensitivity of BWA-MEM is lower, i.e. it recovered fewer CHM1 breakpoints. LAMSA and BLASR have more validated as well as predicted breakpoints than that of BWA-MEM. This is mainly due to that some of the read parts are repetitive and highly error-prone. In this situation, the read parts can be aligned to many positions with equally high scores, so that LAMSA and BLASR have more predicted breakpoints. But BWA-MEM clipped (unaligned) a portion of the error-prone read parts. This indicates a different design to LAMSA in the consideration of the balance between sensitivity and specificity, as LAMSA usually tries to align the bases as many as possible to produce sensitive alignments.
Discussion
With the development of HTS technologies, it is expectable that both the read length and the throughput will continuously increase in the future. In the consideration of its enormous potentials, it is important to develop novel long read alignment tool with fast speed as well as good ability to handle SVs, as read alignment is the most compute-intensive step in resequencing studies, and long reads will more frequently span the breakpoints of SVs.
We developed LAMSA to improve long read alignment. LAMSA has a substantial improvement on speed, and it is applicable to the long reads produced by the state-of-the-art platforms with various sequencing error rates. Meanwhile, it also has higher or equal base-wise sensitivity and accuracy, comparing to the state-of-the-art aligners.
On both of low-and high-error rate datasets, the numbers of the breakpoints recovered by LAMSA are higher or similar to that of the state-of-the-art aligners. Moreover, with the specifically designed non-co-linear skeleton and gap filling, LAMSA is good at coping with non-co-linear SV events, such as inversions. Overall, LAMSA is sensitive to handle the SV breakpoints of the reads.
It is also worth noting that other advanced short read alignment approaches could further improve LAMSA. For example, we tried to use the fastest mode of GEM mapper to generate the approximate matches of the fragments. With this configuration, the speed of LAMSA can be overall about 2-folds faster on the 3 low error rate and the 4 high error rate 10 000 bp simulated datasets, than that of the setting of LAMSA used in the Results Section, while it can also achieve comparable sensitivity and accuracy ( Supplementary Fig.  S14 and Supplementary Tables S10 and S11). This indicates us that it is also important to integrate novel sequence alignment approaches into LAMSA in the future to further improve the tool, as more advanced approaches are also developing.
It is still a little unfavorable that, some read parts cannot be confidently aligned. For example, for some reads, LAMSA aligned a portion of their bases to many genomic positions with equally high scores. This usually happens when some short read parts are from the repetitive regions of the genome, and they have two flanking SV breakpoints. In this situation, even the large read length cannot help much, since the SV breakpoints flanked read part can be seen as a standalone short sequence which must be handled independently. Considering its repetitiveness and/or serious sequencing errors, this is a hard and open problem. A possible solution could be to implement realignment based on the alignments of the multiple reads within the same local regions to filter the alignments of LAMSA. This may improve the specificity while retain the high sensitivity. However, as the post-processing also highly depends on the objective of downstream analysis, the method still needs to be specifically designed. It is an important future work for us to solve this problem to further improve the quality of the alignment.
